PROMOTION STANDARDS

Cadet Private E-1:
Automatic upon entering the JROTC Program, No Rank is issued.

Cadet Private E-2:
Must have been a C/PVT1 in good standing for 30 days
Good attitude, military bearing, and performance.
Must be able to recite the Cadet Creed from memory with no errors.

Cadet Private First Class E-3:
Must have been a C/PVT2 in good standing for 30 days
Identify all JROTC officer and enlisted ranks.
Good attitude, military bearing, and performance
Must be able to march a squad

Cadet Corporal E-4:
Must have 60 Day Time-In-Grade (TIG) as PFC E-3
Perform Drill and Ceremony stationary movements in a squad (certified by Co. Cdr. during class).
Know the Formal Chain of Command (BC. and higher).
Know the mission of JROTC

Cadet Sergeant E-5:
Must have 90 Days TIG as CPL E-4.
March a squad as the squad leader (Certified by the Co. Cdr. during class).
Must perform an extended rectangular formation according to checklist
Maintain a 2.0 GPA
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**Cadet Staff Sergeant E-6: (SECOND YEAR)**

Must have 90 Days TIG as SGT E-5.

Must know the Army Values and the definition of each value

March a Platoon as PLT SGT (Certified by PLT LDR/CO Chain of Command)

Must know the duties and names/ranks of the Battalion Staff (BC, XO, CSM,)

Maintain a 2.2 GPA

**Cadet Sergeant First Class E-7:**

Must have 90 Days TIG as SSG E-6.

Must know the definition of Leadership

Must know the symbolism of the Unit Patch

Conduct an in-ranks inspection as PLT SGT (Certified by PLT LDR/CO Chain of Command)

Maintain a 2.5 GPA

**Cadet Master Sergeant E-8: (THIRD YEAR)**

Must have 90 Days TIG as SFC E-7.

Prepare and Form a Company for Inspection (Certified by the Co. Cdr. during class).

Must know the Battalion History.

Must have Recommendation for Promotion by PLT LDR, CO CDR, SAI

Maintain a 3.0 GPA

**NOTE:** ALL NCO RANKS MUST TAKE A WRITTEN EXAM AND SCORE 80%
Mission of JROTC-

To motivate young people to be better citizens.
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Cadet Creed

I am an Army Junior ROTC cadet. I will always conduct myself to bring credit to my family, country, school, and the corps of cadets. I am loyal and patriotic. I am the future of the United States of America. I do not lie, cheat or steal. I will always be held accountable for my actions and deeds. I will always practice good citizenship and patriotism. I will work hard to improve my mind and strengthen my body. I will seek the mantle of leadership and stand prepared to uphold the Constitution and the American way of life.
May God grant me the strength to always live by this creed.

Army Values
L- Loyalty
D- Duty
R- Respect
S- Selfless Service
H- Honor
I- Integrity
P- Personal Courage

Definition of Leadership:
The ability to influence others to accomplish a mission in the manner desired by providing purpose, direction, and motivation.
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Squad Drill - Cadet Certification

NAME: ___________________________ CO: ___________________________ DATE: ___________________________

ALL OF THE FOLLOWING COMMANDS MUST BE CALLED IN ORDER AND MUST BE EXECUTED PROPERLY TO PASS. DO NOT CHECK OFF COMMANDS THAT HAVE NOT BEEN CALLED OR EXECUTED PROPERLY.

- FALL IN
- PRESENT ARMS
- ORDER ARMS
- DRESS RIGHT DRESS
- READY FRONT
- RIGHT FACE
- COVER
- RECOVER
- LEFT FACE
- RIGHT FACE
- ABOUT FACE
- LEFT STEP MARCH
- LEFT STEP MARCH
- PASS/FAIL

SQUAD HALT
RIGHT STEP MARCH
SQUAD HALT
ABOUT FACE
FORWARD MARCH
COLUMN LEFT MARCH
COLUMN RIGHT MARCH
RIGHT FLANK MARCH
LEFT FLANK MARCH
REAR MARCH
REAR MARCH
CHANGE STEP MARCH
SQUAD HALT
FALL OUT

EVALUATOR NAME: ___________________________
EVALUATOR SIGNATURE: ___________________________